
Knitting pattern for the „Worlds easiest Shawl“

I had written down this pattern after a request of a dear friend of mine who just learned to knit and
wanted to knit an easy shawl. By now she knitted several of this shawls using this pattern. As you
see this pattern is perfect for beginners with a little bit of patience and everyone who wants to knit a
shawl without thinking too much. It looks very good when you use colourful yarn.

What you need:

- yarn that you like, ca. 100gr
- knitting needles that fit your yarn, maybe half a size bigger
- crochet hook the same size as the needles
- maybe a sewing needle to sew in the ends

What you have to know already:

- how to cast on
- how to make 2 stitches out of one (in english patterns often used as: m1) and yarn over
- how to knit
- how to bind off

If there is something you can't do by now, there are plenty of tutorials on the internet – just check
YouTube!

The geometry of this shawl:

There are two forms of shawls that can be knitted using this pattern, I will call them Form1 and
Form2 during this pattern and they look just as the picture shows it. Both have the same difficulty
level, so don't be afraid to chose the one you like best. 

The letter a shows where you start to knit the shawl, the cast on. The letter b shows the direction
you're going to knit. As you see the rows are getting longer the longer you knit.
When you are using yarn over to make the increases, you will get holes as you can see in the
following picture. To avoid those you could twist the yo or m1 instead.



Symbols used:

k – knit
yo – yarn over
m1 – increase 1 stitch, make 1 stitch
pM – place marker or slip marker in the following rows
[…] - repeat

Instructions:

1. Set up: Cast on of Form1 and Form2

Cast on 5 stitches. 

All uneven rows will be knitted throughout the piece. All increases on the other hand will be
made on even rows.

Row1: knit all stitches

Row2: 1k yo 1k yo 1k yo 1k yo 1k

Row3: knit all stitches

Row4: 2k pM yo 2k yo pM 1k pM yo 2k yo pM 2k

Row5: knit all stitches

All the other increases are made the same way as in row 4: knit 2, yo after the first marker, knit
to the next  marker,  yo,  slip marker,  k1,  slip marker,  yo,  knit  to  the last  marker,  yo,  slip
marker, knit 2. As I wrote before, knit all  uneven rows. Repeat increase rows untill the piece
measures 22 cm or 9 inch.

2. Centerpiese and Finish

You will  have  to  decide  now whether  you want  to  knit  Form1 or  Form2 now and follow the
instructions.

Form1

Repeat the increases just as before untill the piece is big enough for you.  Cast off after the last
uneven row.

Form2

If you like Form2 better, you will have to make more increases during the even rows: knit 2, slip
marker, yo, knit1, make1 [knit to the next marker] yarn over, slip marker, knit1, slip marker, yarn
over [knit to 1 stitch before the next marker] make 1, knit 1, yarn over, slip marker, knit 2.

You will have 2 increases at the end and beginning of every now, the increases in the middle of the
rows stay the same.

Knit all uneven rows.



When you the piece reaches the size you want it to be, you can loosely bind off after the last uneven
row. 

Now that the shawl is finished, feel free to knit another one or just have fun wearing it! :)

I've written down this pattern for free use for everyone and put it on ravelry.com and also my blog
selbsterstellt.wordpress.com I will answer all your questions there, if you have any. If you use this
pattern, it would be very nice, if you linked there. The instructions are free for private use, please do
not copy or sell the instructions as I keep the rights to them.

Best regards,

S. Fink


